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ABSTRACT

High-resolution seismic and sediment core data from the ‘Grand Lac’ basin of Lake Geneva reveal traces of repeated slope instabilities with one main slide-evolved mass-flow (minimum volume 0.13 km3) that originated from the northern lateral slope of the lake near the city of Lausanne. Radiocarbon dating of organic remains sampled from the top of the main deposit gives an age interval of 1865–1608 BC. This date coincides with the age interval for a mass movement event described in the ‘Petit Lac’ basin of Lake Geneva (1872–1622 BC). Because multiple mass movements took place at the same time in different parts of the lake, we consider the most likely trigger mechanism to be a strong earthquake (Mw 6) that occurred in the period between 1872 and 1608 BC. Based on numerical simulations, we show the major deposit near Lausanne would have generated a tsunami with local wave heights of up to 6 m. The combined effects of the earthquake and the following tsunami provide a possible explanation for a gap in lake dwellers occupation along the shores of Lake Geneva revealed by dendrochronological dating of two palafitte archaeological sites.

1. Introduction

In the Neolithic and Bronze age, raised stilt house (or palafitte or lake dwelling) settlements were common around peri-Alpine lakes. Since 2011, a representative selection of 111 prehistoric lake dwellings has been inscribed on UNESCO’s World Heritage list in six countries bordering the Alps: France, Germany, Austria, Italy, Slovenia and Switzerland (http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1363/). Such house remains, present on the shores of Lake Geneva as underwater fields of wooden piles, can be accurately dated with dendrochronology to obtain the exact year of tree cutting. The occurrence of continuous series of dated piles defines the (minimum) lake dweller occupation interval of lake shores. In Lake Geneva, pile data show a 21 years-long period of continuous tree cutting and house building at Preverenges, ending in 1758 BC, followed by the building of new pile houses starting in 1730 BC, 3 km away in Morges/Les Roseaux (Fig. 1; Corboud and Pugin, 2008). However in Preverenges, new pile houses building started only 129 years later in 1625 BC. This 28 years interval without dated piles is interpreted as a human occupation gap. Such human occupation gaps are generally explained by an increase in lake-level, soil deple-

For several of the peri-Alpine lakes occupied by palafitte settle-
ments, large-scale subaqueous mass movement events, transport-
ing large amounts of sediment from lateral slopes to the deep basins, have been reconstructed based on sedimentological and geophysical evidence (Chapron et al., 1999; Arnaud et al., 2002; Schnellmann et al., 2006; Strasser and Anselmetti, 2008; Smith et al., 2013; Strasser et al., 2013; Wilhelm et al., 2013). These mass
movements have the potential to produce tsunamis with heights reaching several metres, which constitute a considerable natural hazard along the shores of these lakes (Kremer et al., 2012). A common trigger mechanism for slope instabilities in this environment is earthquake shaking, which often leads to widespread mass transport, producing coeval deposits in different parts of a lake or even in more than one lake (Schnellmann et al., 2002; Strasser et al., 2006, 2013). Current research shows that initial sublacustrine mass movements (slides, slumps...) often produce complex mass transport deposits (Mulder and Cochonat, 1996; Schnellmann et al., 2006 and references therein) including mass wasting and mass-flow deposits in the same bed.

Here, we propose an alternative explanation for the observed occupation gap of the palafitte settlements on Lake Geneva, involving the combined effects of a large earthquake that triggered mass movements and a tsunami in the lake. As evidence, we present new seismic reflection, sedimentological, palynological data and new $^{14}$C dates along with results of tsunami wave numerical modelling.

2. Geological setting

Lake Geneva is the largest freshwater basin in Western Europe with a water volume of 89 km$^3$ extending over an area of 580.1 km$^2$. It is divided into two sub-basins; the ‘Grand Lac’, the lake’s main part with a maximum water depth of 309 m and the ‘Petit Lac’ at its western end with a maximum water depth of 70 m (Fig. 1). Lake Geneva is situated in the Alpine foreland between the Alps and the Jura mountain ranges and was carved during Quaternary glaciations mostly into the Tertiary Molasse.

The Molasse bedrock comprises two tectonic units: the relatively undeformed, south–east dipping Plateau Molasse and a complex assemblage of imbricated thrust slices, the Subalpine Molasse (Gorin et al., 1993; Sommaruga et al., 2012). In the region of Lake Geneva, these two units are divided by the ‘Paudeze Fault’ (PF) zone (Fig. 1), which is a major thrust fault with a vertical throw of 1 km in the vicinity of the city of Lausanne and a southwest–northeast trend (Weidmann, 1998). This fault zone runs through the city of Lausanne, across the lake and reappears on the southern shore (Dupuy, 2006; Scheidhauer et al., 2005; Weidmann, 1998). Towards the east, a second fault system, called ‘Lutrive Fault’ (LF), separates two subunits of the Subalpine Molasse: the ‘Molasse à charbon’ (MC) and the ‘Molasse rouge’ (MR).

Quaternary sediments in Lake Geneva have a maximum thickness of 400 m (Dupuy, 2006; Vernet et al., 1974). They consist mainly of moraines, pro- and peri-glacial units and lacustrine deposits. The geometry of the lacustrine infill is complex and varies greatly depending on its location and age (Girardclos et al., 2005; Loizeau, 1991). In areas exposed to deep current erosion (Girardclos et al., 2003), such as the junction between the two sub-basins and the Versoix area, Holocene lacustrine sediment thickness is close to zero, whereas in the Rhone delta area it reaches 400 m (Dupuy, 2006). Holocene background hemipelagic sediments are often 5–10 m thick but mixing and deposition together with clastic sediments, brought by lateral rivers such as Dranse, Aubonne, Versoix, Promenthouse, and Venoge, generally increase lacustrine sediment thickness to 20–75 m near deltas (Baster et al., 2003; Dupuy, 2006; Fiore, 2007; Fiore et al., 2011). Analogously, the sediment accumulation rate for the past 50 years varies between 0.01 and 1.96 g cm$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$, thus reflecting the locally highly variable sediment input (Corella et al., in press; Loizeau et al., 2012).

From historical and instrumental data, six earthquakes with $M_w > 4.5$ occurred in the Prealps, south east of the lake, in the period between 1500 and 2009 in Lake Geneva region (Table A1, Fig. A1; Fäh et al., 2011). In the same period, the area north of Lake Geneva was seismically less active, with only low-magnitude
earthquakes (Mw 2–4) occurring mostly near fault zones of the Molasse units (Fig. A1; Deichmann et al., 2012; Fäh et al., 2011).

3. Methods

3.1. Seismic and multibeam data

We have conducted several seismic and coring campaigns on Lake Geneva (Fig. 1). Since 2000, a large number of multi-channel reflection profiles were acquired as part of several Master and PhD theses at the University of Lausanne; a few of them were used for the present work. The profiles were acquired with a S15 Sodera watergun or with a Sodera Mini GI airgun, GPS navigation (positioning error 3–5 m) or DGPS (positioning error ±20 cm) and recorded with either a Bisor or a Geometrics seismograph.

The airgun data have a dominant frequency of 330 Hz and a theoretical vertical resolution of 1.1 m at 1500 m/s, whereas the watergun data have a dominant frequency of 670 Hz and theoretical vertical resolution of 0.56 m. The streamer was composed of two to three interconnected solid-state streamers with either 48 or 64 hydrophones spaced at 2.5 m intervals and one hydrophone per channel. The minimum offset was 5 m and the maximum offset was 122.5 m and 162.5 m for the 48 and 64 hydrophones settings, respectively. The guns were fired at 5 or 10 m intervals providing a nominal fold of 6 to 16. The data were processed either with the Geovecteur software (CGG) or with visual-SUNT (Geo2x, a Windows adaptation of the SEISMIC UNIX modules). Processing included the following steps: geometry assignment, trigger-delay correction, first-arrival muting, trace editing, spherical divergence correction, predictive deconvolution, bandpass filtering, stacking and migration.

In April 2010, single-channel seismic reflection profiles were acquired with a 3.5 kHz pinger system and GPS navigation (positioning error 0.3–5 m). These seismic data with a theoretical vertical resolution of 0.1 m were processed with SPW software, performing only bandpass filtering (2300–6500 Hz).

Seismic interpretation of the airgun, watergun and pinger data were conducted with the SMT Kingdom Suite software. Airgun data typically reach 300 to 400 ms two-way travel time (TWT) below the lake bottom, corresponding to 225 to 300 m using a 1500 m/s velocity for sediments. Penetration depth of the watergun data is up to 250 ms TWT, corresponding to ~180 m sediment depth. Pinger data reach a penetration of up to 50 ms TWT, corresponding to a sediment depth of ~40 m. The volumes of the mass transport deposits (MTD) were calculated using SMT Kingdom Suite, Supplementary Appendix B (Supplementary Methods).

High-resolution multibeam bathymetry data of the northern lateral slope off Lausanne (Fig. 1) are available from a bathymetric mapping programme of Lake Geneva carried out in 2013 and funded by public agencies including the state of Vaud (Direction générale de l’environnement). This survey was performed using a Kongsberg EM2040 multibeam echosounder, operated at 300 kHz and providing 400 equidistant beams with $1\times1$ beam width over a variable swath angle of ~80° to 150°. RTK-GPS positioning and a Kongsberg Seatek MRU5+ motion sensor directly attached to the transducers were used as auxiliary sensors. For analysis, a gridded data set with 2 m cell size was produced.

3.2. Sediment analysis

Based on the analysis of the seismic reflection data, a 12 m-long sediment core (Ku-IV; Fig. 1) was retrieved from the ‘Grand Lac’ basin at 300 m water depth with a modified Kullenberg-type gravity piston coring system (Kelts et al., 1986). Before opening, the core was scanned with a Geotek multisensor core logger (bulk density, magnetic susceptibility, sonic velocity) at 5 mm resolution. The core was then split in halves, photographed and sedimentologically described.

In the ‘Petit Lac’, a 70 m-long core S3 (Fig. 1) was drilled at a water depth of 40 m for a bridge/tunnel project in May 2009 with a geotechnical rotary system. This core was stored in wooden boxes, in which it was sedimentologically described, photographed and sampled.

3.3. Dating and palynology

The age model of sediment core Ku-IV is based on four AMS $^{14}$C dates (Table 1) from terrestrial leaf remains and on the inferred age of a large turbidite deposited during the Tauredunum event in AD 563 (Kremer et al., 2012). Calibration was performed with the ‘calibrate’ function of the ‘clam’ code (Blaauw, 2010) for the open-source statistical software ‘R’, using the northern hemisphere IntCal09 calibration data (Reimer et al., 2009). Ages are given with 95% confidence interval. Dates are given in years BC in order to compare with archaeological dates. For sediment core S3 (0–43.35 m sediment depth), one AMS radiocarbon date from a wood fragment is available (Table 1). Additionally, pollen counting was carried out on S3. Samples were prepared as follows: HCl, whirlmixing in SPT, flotation in SPT, acetolysis, KOH, glycerin and staining with fuchsine. Lycopodium tablets were added to the samples (30 to 60 g) in order to estimate concentrations and influx. The subdivision of pollen diagrams into biozones and the chronology were established by comparison with local (Lotter, 1999; Moscariello et al., 1998; Reynaud, 1982).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sediment core</th>
<th>Sediment core depth (cm)</th>
<th>Lab No.</th>
<th>Conventional radiocarbon age ($^{14}$C yr BP)</th>
<th>$\alpha^2$ calibration (cal. yr BP)</th>
<th>$\alpha^2$ calibration (BC/AD)</th>
<th>Probability (%)</th>
<th>Dated material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ku-IV</td>
<td>656.5</td>
<td>ETH-47291</td>
<td>1857 ± 41</td>
<td>1707 to 1882</td>
<td>68 to 243</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ku-IV</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>ETH-42345</td>
<td>2255 ± 40</td>
<td>2154 to 2272</td>
<td>−322 to −204</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ku-IV</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>ETH-47920</td>
<td>2648 ± 55</td>
<td>2549 to 2557</td>
<td>−607 to −599</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ku-IV</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>ETH-43010</td>
<td>3395 ± 35</td>
<td>3558 to 3723</td>
<td>−1773 to −1608</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ku-IV</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>ETH-40226</td>
<td>3415 ± 35</td>
<td>3797 to 3815</td>
<td>−1865 to −1847</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>Wood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2. Airgun seismic reflection section through the area of MTD A, showing the failure scar escarpment A and the acoustic signature of deep sedimentary infill interpreted as lacustrine, glacial (G) and glaciolacustrine (GL) sediments. Also shown are the Paudeze (PF) and Lutrive (LF) faults separating the Plateau Molasse, Molasse à charbon (MC) and Molasse rouge (MR). The close-up inset shows MTD A, the underlying deformed basin-plain units and the distal unit interpreted as a slide-evolved mass-flow deposit. The location of the line is indicated in Fig. 1. Water depth calculated for an acoustic velocity of 1500 m/s.

and regional pollen zones (Ammann, 1989; Ammann et al., 1996; Gaillard, 1984).

3.4. Numerical modelling

We investigated the potential of a subaqueous mass movement of the observed volume for generating a tsunami on the lake using numerical modelling. Simulations were carried out by numerically solving the shallow water equations in two dimensions (Simpson and Castelltort, 2006). Model parameters such as deposited volume, position of failure scar, and extent of the deposit were constrained from seismic data. The velocity of the mass movement, here identified as a slide, was calculated using the equation from Ward and Day (2002). A more detailed description of parameters used can be found in Supplementary Appendix B (Supplementary Methods).

4. Results and interpretation

4.1. The ‘Grand Lac’ record

4.1.1. General setting

Several distinct seismic facies are present in the studied interval. A lower unit, well imaged on airgun and watergun data, has gently dipping, high-amplitude continuous reflections with sharp lateral truncations (Fig. 2). This unit, already described in previous seismic reflection studies (‘Molasse’ in Dupuy, 2006; ‘Unit U0’ in Fiore et al., 2011), is interpreted as Molasse bedrock (Plateau Molasse, Molasse à charbon, Molasse rouge) eroded by glacial activity, as known from drillings in the ‘Petit Lac’ (Moscarrello et al., 1996) and numerous onshore studies (Sommaruga et al., 2012). In many areas, it is covered by a unit showing chaotic, low- to medium-amplitude reflections, interpreted as glacial-glaciolacustrine deposits.

These lower units are onlapped by a major ‘infilling’ unit with horizontal, laterally continuous, high-amplitude reflections and intercalated bodies with transparent to chaotic facies. This unit has an overall ponding geometry with large thickness in the basin and drapes the underlying morphology on the lateral slopes, where it is only thin. These facies are interpreted as lacustrine deposits, with the layered facies representing hemipelagic and small-scale (centimetre sized) turbiditic background sedimentation and the intercalated transparent-chaotic bodies representing large-scale (decimetre to metre sized) mass transport deposits (MTDs).

These large-scale MTDs appear in all seismic reflection datasets, but due to the low theoretical vertical resolution, airgun data only image the very thick (metre sized) mass deposits (i.e. ‘Turbidite of 563 AD’, MTD A and an older MTD X, Fig. 2). The higher-resolution pinger data reveals additional MTDs (drawn with black lines in Fig. 3). The most recent MTD, which covers the entire deep Lake Geneva basin, has a volume of 0.25 km$^3$ and originates from a major collapse of the Rhone delta in AD 563 (‘Turbidite of 563 AD’; Kremer et al., 2012).

4.1.2. Large mass transport deposit offshore Lausanne (MTD A)

In this study, we focus on one specific seismic horizon (bold line in Fig. 3), which involves three individual MTDs (MTDs A to C; Figs. 2 and 3). MTD A is also the oldest MTD that could be reached with our coring system (core Ku-IV; Fig. 3a). It is located at the foot of the northern lateral slope of the ‘Grand Lac’, south of the city of Lausanne (Fig. 1), and it covers an area of 25 km$^2$. As inferred from seismic reflection data, the possible failure scar is situated on the lateral slope and shows escarpments reaching maximum heights of 20 m and extending laterally over more than 5 km at >100 m water depth, on a slope with an inclination of 5–6° (Fig. A2). This assumption is supported by the multibeam data, which show multiple escarpments on the northern slope of the ‘Grand Lac’ at water depths of 80 and 220 m along a 10 km portion of the slope, with individual segments reaching lengths of several kilometres (Figs. 4 and A2). The multiple failure scars might result from different events but as MTD A is the only very large MTD originating from the northern slope, imaged in the seismic data, we can attribute these scars to one large slope failure with a complex, segmented failure surface. Collapsed slopes, which have lost most of their sediment drape, show enhanced topographic lineaments, oriented parallel to the basin.
Fig. 3. Pinger seismic reflection profiles showing the relative positions of MTDs A, B and C. Bold line shows the common top horizon of the three MTDs. Position of sediment core Ku-IV is indicated in section a. The locations of these profiles are indicated in Fig. 1. Water depth was calculated for an acoustic velocity of 1500 m/s.

On closer inspection, MTD A is characterised by two slightly differing seismic facies in the airgun data (Fig. 2). The main part is acoustically semi-transparent with some low-amplitude continuous reflections and is interpreted as a slide-evolved mass-flow (Schnellmann et al., 2006), that is frontally emergent (Moernaut and De Batist, 2011). The seismic facies at the base of MTD A is chaotic to semi-transparent with some higher-amplitude reflections and inferred faults. It is interpreted as deformed basin-plain sediments dissected into thrust slices in response to the emplacement of the mass-flow deposit (Schnellmann et al., 2006). On the basis of the watergun and pinger seismic data, the volume of MTD A is estimated to be 0.13 km³. Seismic profiles and thickness maps show that MTD A has a maximum thickness of 20 m, with two depocentres (A1 and A2; Fig. A3).

4.1.3. Minor mass transport deposits in southern ‘Grand Lac’ basin (MTDs B and C)

On the same seismic horizon (top horizon) as MTD A, two additional MTDs B and C are identified on the basis of the high-resolution pinger data (Fig. 3a and b). MTD C appears to have been deposited shortly after MTD B (Fig. 3c). MTDs B and C are smaller in size than MTD A and cover areas of ca. 2 and 10 km², respectively, at the foot of the southern slope. These MTDs are characterised by semi-transparent seismic facies, in the pinger data, similar to MTD A. The volumes of MTDs B and C are 0.008 and 0.022 km³, respectively. The thickness map (Fig. A3)
suggests that MTD B most likely originates from the Dranse delta area, whereas MTD C possibly originates from the south-eastern lateral slope, east of the Dranse delta. Multiple mass transport deposits bounded by the same seismic top horizon are considered to be deposited simultaneously (Schnellmann et al., 2006; Strasser and Anselmetti, 2008), thus we interpret MTDs A and B as being deposited in response to the same geological event and MTD C shortly (tens of years) after MTD B as consequence of MTDs A and B, or due to another geological hazard that followed the MTD A (and B) event in a short time interval.

4.1.4. Sedimentary facies and age of MTD A

MTD A was sampled at the base of sediment core Ku-IV (Figs. 3a, 5 and A4). Ku-IV is in general characterised by silty to muddy, grey sediments interrupted by some mm- to m-scale turbidites. The base of Ku-IV, that constitutes the top of MTD A reveals a succession of ∼2 m of deformed and folded laminated mud layers, followed by ∼0.5 m of centimetre-scale mudclasts incorporated in a muddy matrix covered by a 0.1 m-thick layer of homogeneous, darker, faintly laminated mud with a thin, fine-grained white layer on top (Figs. 5 and A4). The lithological data, confirming the seismic interpretation, indicates that MTD A was deposited as a slide-evolved mass-flow and was topped by a homogenous layer formed by settling of suspended fine particles after the event (Siegenthaler et al., 1987). The sediment age model for MTD A gives an interval of 1865–1608 BC (3395 ± 35 14C BP; Figs. 5 and 8, Table 1) for the homogeneous layer, revealing that MTD A happened during Early Bronze Age.

4.2. Mass transport deposit in western Lake Geneva (MTD U12)

The 70.7 m-long sediment core S3 was retrieved in the central part of the ‘Petit Lac’ basin at 40 m water depth (Fig. 1). It consists of a glaciolacustrine to lacustrine sediments, interrupted by a ca. 10 m-thick (6.80 to 16.60 m sediment depth) disturbed interval (U12; Fig. 6). This disturbed unit is characterised by a mixture of sand layers with near-shore material such as broken or entire gastropod shells, terrestrial vegetation remains and gravel-sized chalk pieces, (Fig. 6, Table 1) gives a maximum age of 1872–1622 BC (3415 ± 35 14C BP) for U12 in the ‘Petit Lac’. This interval corresponds exactly to the age of MTD A in the ‘Grand Lac’. 

Polynological data confirm this sedimentological interpretation, as U12 shows two interbedded different and atypical pollen spectra (Fig. 6). The first pollen spectrum (points in Fig. 6), from 16.60 to 8.95 m and from 7.40 to 7.20 m, consists mainly of Pinus, Betula, Artemisia, Poaceae and Chenopodiaceae, and of mesothermophilous taxa such as Quercus, Tilia, Ulmus and Fraxinus in traces. This atypical assemblage has features of the Oldest Dryas biozone and/or Late Glacial biozone from the Swiss Plateau (Ammann et al., 2012). The second pollen spectrum (rectangles in Fig. 6), from 840 to 780 cm and at 685 cm, consists of mesothermophilous taxa such as Quercus and of traces of Tilia, Fraxinus and Ulmus, combined with Pinus, Betula and NAP taxa, which can be interpreted as an undefined Holocene biozone. Thus, in core S3, U12 is characterised by sediments containing Oldest Dryas and/or Late Glacial pollen spectra resting on top of deposits containing Holocene pollen assemblages (Fig. 6). The fact that the older biozone is very well identified below U12 and that U12 reveals a mixture of different unusual biozones, supports our sedimentological interpretation as an MTD.

A radiocarbon date from a piece of wood, sampled at 6.80 m sediment depth in a sand layer with near-shore material such as broken or entire gastropod shells, terrestrial vegetation remains and gravel-sized chalk pieces, (Fig. 6, Table 1) gives a maximum age of 1872–1622 BC (3415 ± 35 14C BP) for U12 in the ‘Petit Lac’. This interval corresponds exactly to the age of MTD A in the ‘Grand Lac’ ±7 years (Table 1). The mixture of sand, shells and vegetation rests suggests that the piece of wood originates from a near coastal location, thus it might have been washed and transported from on-shore into the ‘Petit Lac’. However, the piece of wood might also originate from wood older than the MTD. Thus, the MTD U12 can be also much younger (some hundreds of years) than the interval 1872–1622 BC (3415 ± 35 14C BP).

4.3. Tsunami wave height simulation

In order to evaluate the consequences of a slide event related to the formation of MTD A over the lake and its shores, a simulation of a tsunami wave was carried out. Results show that the subaqueous slide has a considerable impact on the water surface of the lake, with waves reaching the directly adjacent coasts in a few minutes (Fig. 7). The first and highest waves are registered at the southern and northern lateral slope, affecting areas near Lausanne and Eavian: maximum wave heights of 4 and 6 m are calculated
Fig. 5. Photographs and lithology of Ku-IV sediment core with turbidite and mass transport deposits outlined in grey. MTD A is composed of deformed and folded laminated sediment layers, topped by mudclasts incorporated in a muddy matrix and a homogeneous layer (images of these facies in Fig. A4). The dashed black line indicates the age–depth curve in calibrated years BP and in AD/BC as calculated by the clams script for R software (Blaauw, 2010) on the basis of four ¹⁴C dates (with laboratory numbers; Table 1).

3 and 6 min after slope failure at the southern (Evian) and northern (Lausanne) lateral slope, respectively (Fig. A5). In Geneva, wave heights of 1 to 2 m arrive 30 min after the slide event. Thus, the simulation shows that wave heights become smaller with distance from the slide location (Fig. A5). In most parts of the lake, the first wave is followed by a number of waves higher than the first one which are then followed by smaller (decimetre- to metre-scale) waves (Fig. A5). The tsunami might have evolved into a seiche, as it has been observed after the 1822 earthquake in Lake Bourget (Chapron et al., 1999), but we have no data to test this scenario.

At the archaeological sites of Preverenges (Figs. 1 and 7), the first arriving wave of 0.75 m is relatively small, but it is followed by two waves of 1.7–1.8 m height within 15 min.

5. Discussion

5.1. Trigger mechanism

Multiple MTDs have been shown to be common geological signatures of strong historical earthquakes in subaqueous environments in the literature (Locat et al., 2003; Moernaut et al., 2007, 2009; Monecke et al., 2004, 2006; Schnellmann et al., 2002, 2006). Here we will discuss the different possible trigger mechanisms and event succession scenarios for the MTDs studied in this paper.

5.1.1. Trigger mechanism of MTDs A, B and C

The location of the failure scar of MTD A at more than 80 m water depth is a strong indicator that wind waves or slow lake-
Fig. 6. Lithology of drilled sediment core S3 from the ‘Petit Lac’ at 40 m water depth (Fig. 1). Unit U12 is characterised by a mix of sand layers, pebbles, entire and broken shells and vegetal remains interbedded with silty–clayey lacustrine sediment, interpreted as an MTD. Palynology data of U12 show samples containing undefined Holocene pollen spectra (rectangles) embedded in unusual Oldest Dryas and undefined Late Glacial pollen spectra (points), pointing to an MTD between 1872 and 1622 BC, constrained by radiocarbon dates of leaf remains (3415 ± 35 14C BP; Table 1).

level changes (of around 2 to 3 m at that period; Corboud, 2012) can be excluded as trigger for such a failure (Schnellmann et al., 2006). Slope overloading and oversteepening are also considered of minor importance due to low sedimentation rates during the Holocene on the affected slopes, which do not receive significant sediment input from nearby rivers (<0.2 cm/yr; Thevenon et al., 2011). Therefore, considering the depth of the failure scar, the most probable trigger mechanism for MTD A is an earthquake.

For MTDs B and C, the failure scars are not imaged in seismic reflection data, and therefore the effects of wind waves and lake-level changes have to be taken into account as possible trigger mechanisms. For MTD B, with an inferred source area near the Dranse river delta (Fig. 1), oversteepening and overloading are also possible triggers. Although the exact sequence of MTDs A, B and C in the deep basin of Lake Geneva cannot be definitively resolved, these deposits from the same seismic-stratigraphic horizon seem to have been deposited in a very short interval. As shown in the numerical simulation, the mass movement responsible for MTD A may have induced tsunami waves of up to +4 m/−2 m on the southern lake shores. Tsunami waves are able to trigger secondary mass movements due to rapid erosion on the lake shores as well as rapid lake-level changes (Schnellmann et al., 2006). Thus, it is possible that the instabilities leading to MTDs B and C were triggered by the tsunami related to MTD A, even if they are not directly linked to the main shock of a strong earthquake or to its aftershocks. However as the sequence of the MTDs cannot be completely solved, we have to keep in mind that the cause the MTDs may not be linked to each other. However this option would suggest that in short time interval (tens of years) the slopes of the deep Lake Geneva basin are collapsing during different geological events, where at least MTD A is certainly caused by an earthquake.

5.1.2. Trigger mechanism of MTD U12

The origin of the MTD recorded in the ‘Petit Lac’ cannot be determined with certainty. Slopes at this location in the ‘Petit Lac’ are gentle (~2°) and water depth is shallow (40 m), so various trigger mechanisms are possible. However, there is no river delta nearby and the almost perfect overlap in 14C age is a strong indication of a possible link between MTD A in the ‘Grand Lac’ and the MTD U12 in the ‘Petit Lac’. This implies that MTDs A and U12 were deposited coevally between 1872 and 1608 BC (Fig. 8). Results of the numerical wave height simulation of the tsunami generated by MTD A suggest a ~1 m wave in the ‘Petit Lac’. Such a wave height is similar to those generate by strong winds (Bruschin and
Fig. 7. Simulated tsunami wave propagation after a subaqueous slide of 0.13 km³ (MTD A) from a scar (black contour lines) on the northern lake slope with its depocentre shown in grey. The black arrow indicates the propagation direction. Wave fronts are shown with black lines and the corresponding time in minutes. For each city shown on the map the tsunami wave heights and their corresponding arrival time are indicated. The upper part of the box reveals the first maximum and minimum wave height while the lower part of the box shows the two following maximum wave heights, resulting from waves reflected from the shore.

Fig. 8. Lake dwellers occupation periods of palafitte sites (located in Fig. 1; Corboud and Pugin, 2008; Corboud, 2012) from dendrochronology compared to radiocarbon dated MTDs from drilled sediments S3 (ETH-40226; Table 1) and sediment core Ku-IV (ETH-43010; Table 1), with 95% confidence intervals (calibrated distribution of the dates in grey). The dashed area indicates the inferred 28 years occupation gap of the palafitte sites.

Schneiter, 1978) and therefore we consider it as an unlikely trigger mechanism for MTD U12 in the ‘Petit Lac’. Consequently, a common strong earthquake for MTDs A and MTD U12 could be taken into account as a possible trigger mechanism. However, as the absolute age of MTD U12 is based on a single piece of wood, we may consider that MTD U12 is younger than MTD A. This would mean that two different earthquakes could have separately triggered MTD A in the ‘Grand Lac’ and MTD U12 in the ‘Petit Lac’ within this interval of 150 years.

In summary, seismic reflection, sedimentological and palynological data along with 14C ages all point to several major subaqueous mass movements likely caused by an earthquake during Early Bronze Age. Combining radiocarbon dates from MTDs A and U12, the multiple mass movements happened in Lake Geneva between 1872 and 1608 BC. We consider two possible scenarios to explain our observations if the MTDs are linked to each other: (1) the earthquake triggered all mass movements that lead to the deposits MTDs A to C and U12, generating a tsunami on the lake, or (2) the earthquake triggered two major mass movements (MTDs A and U12), which generated a tsunami leading to two additional failures (MTDs B and C) on the southern lateral slope of the lake in a second phase. If we consider the MTDs to not have occurred during the same geological event, then the MTDs might be explained (1) by at least two earthquakes to have generated MTDs A to C at one time and MTD U12 later or (2) all MTDs are not linked to each other and are triggered by different geological events and thus, at least two earthquakes at different times (within 150 to some hundreds of years time interval) were responsible for MTDs A and U12.
5.2. Regional seismicity

Previous studies determined minimum intensities of VII required for causing large-scale subaqueous slope failures in peri-Alpine lakes (Monecke et al., 2004). The seismicity in the Lauzanne region, from historical and instrumental data (Fäh et al., 2011), points to an active Pauseze–Lutrive fault system. However, recorded earthquakes with epicentres in this region only reached maximum magnitudes Mw 2–4 and maximum intensities of V–VI (Fig. A1, Table A1), which is below the threshold value for triggering of large-scale failures and certainly excluding the observed coeval mass transport deposits (MTDs A and U12) at 40 km distance. However, historical and instrumental seismicity record covers a relatively short period of time in comparison with the age of the MTDs considered here. Strong earthquakes along the Pauseze and Lutrive Faults at earlier periods of time cannot be excluded.

Major historical earthquakes in Lake Geneva region occurred in the prealpine and alpine area. Moderate to strong earthquakes (Mw 5.5 to 6.2) happened during historical time in the western Alps 70 km east of the lake (in the Rhone valley, Wallis, Switzerland; Arnaud et al., 2002; Fritsche et al., 2012). Indeed, this area shows increased seismicity compared to the rest of Switzerland with one Mw 6 earthquake every century during the last 500 years (Fritsche et al., 2012). However reconstructed intensities of VI were too low to generate slope failure in Lake Geneva. The strongest event in the Lake Geneva region was recorded in 1584 in Aigle with reconstructed magnitude of 5.9 (‘a’ in Fig. A1 and Table A1; Fritsche et al., 2012). This earthquake caused a tsunami in the eastern part of Lake Geneva (Fritsche et al., 2012) and it was potentially strong enough to generate mass transport due to slope failures in the ‘Grand Lac’, but no major MTD has been recorded in the seismic data. An improved age model is needed in order to relate this event to one of the centimetre- to decimetre-scale turbidites that are recorded in the upper part of the sediment core. However, such a magnitude would probably not be large enough to trigger mass movement in the ‘Petit Lac’, where the reconstructed intensity was ~VI (Fritsche et al., 2012). Attenuation models of Bakun and Scotti (2006) of the French Alps supported this hypothesis, as for an intensity of VII an earthquake of Mw 5 is needed within 15 to 20 km epicentral distance. Taking into account a minimum VII intensity to trigger coeval slope failures in the ‘Grand’ and ‘Petit Lac’, the Early Bronze Age event of Lake Geneva could be explained by a Mw ~ 6 earthquake potentially located in the Chablais, south of the lake, where magnitudes of historical events reached already Mw 4.6–5.5 during the last 200 years (‘c’, ‘g’, ‘h’ in Fig. A1; Table A1; Fäh et al., 2011).

If we consider that the events in the ‘Grand Lac’ and ‘Petit Lac’ happened independently from each other, smaller earthquake magnitudes (Mw 4–5) dependent on their epicentral distance from both basins could have occurred, inferring at least 2 earthquakes within 150 to some hundreds of years. This corresponds to current frequency of light to moderate earthquakes in this region (Fritsche et al., 2012).

5.3. Early Bronze Age lake dwellers occupation gap possibly dates the catastrophic event

Irrespective of the trigger mechanism, epicentre location and the sequence of the individual MTDs, MTD A is large enough to have generated a tsunami wave on Lake Geneva in a time period that coincides with the occupation gap of the palafitte sites of Preverenges and Morges/Les Roseaux located near the major landslide’s failure scar. In Preverenges, where all remaining piles were dated, the occupation gap started in 1758 BC and lasted 150 years (Corboud and Pugin, 2008). In Morges/Les Roseaux, following present state of research the occupation gap ends in 1730 BC, giving a minimum occupation at these sites of 28 years. Lake dweller’s occupation gaps were previously explained by changes in lake level, soil depletion, cultural and social changes (Magny, 2004; Corboud, 2012; Magny et al., 2012; Swierzynski et al., 2013). However, available pile data from Lake Geneva’s palafitte sites suggest a continuous occupation of lake dwellers between 1805 and 1600 BC (Corboud, 2012), suggesting lake levels as constant at the time of the occupation gap and, thus, very short term lake-level changes (∼20 years) can be excluded. Soil depletion, cultural and social changes can explain local abandonment of settlements. High-energy events such as an earthquake followed by a tsunami are yet not taken into account as cause for the abandonment of such settlements. However, such natural hazards cannot be neglected. As the earthquake–mass movement–tsunami event coincides in time with the occupation gap of 1758 to 1730 BC at Preverenges and Morges/Les Roseaux, we propose a causal relationship between both events. Thus, archaeological data allow us to date the catastrophic chain of events that led to the lake dwellers occupation gap starting in 1758 BC (Fig. 8) in Preverenges. An earthquake followed by tsunami waves between 1 and 2 m high could have destroyed the wooden pile houses, causing death and injury in the population. This may have scared people in such a way that they abandoned the settlements during more than one generation (28 years). However, more pile data and studies on the palafitte sites and on MTDs in other lakes on the Swiss Plateau are needed to discuss a more regional cause for the occupation gap, either a more regional earthquake or a short climatic excursion.

6. Conclusion

Seismic and coring data reveal that multiple subaqueous mass movement events occurred in Lake Geneva that deposited large MTDs during Early Bronze Age. They were possibly triggered by a strong earthquake and are dated between 1872 and 1608 BC. Numerical simulation shows that the largest mass movement originating from the northern submerged slope near the city of Lauzanne was large enough to create a tsunami wave of several metres along the adjacent lake shores. Dating of the MTDs and the occupation periods of two palafitte sites shows that a causal link between the MTDs and the gap of human occupation along the shores of Lake Geneva is possible. Assuming that this causal link exists, the deposition of MTDs, as well as the earthquake that is supposed to have caused them, can be precisely dated at the beginning of the human occupation gap at 1758 BC.
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